Maxibit Gallery, Snap-lock Profile

Stunning style and Scandinavian Lines
Gallery is the perfect tool for wall mounted signs, hanging displays or free standing
graphics when placed on a pole and foot. Engineered from a strong, light weight
aluminum, Gallery’s main feature is its impressive snap lock profile. The profile is
perfect for displaying fabric images, laminated signs and graphics mounted directly
onto 3 mm board. The snap lock profile offers a polished good look few can resist and
with its titanium finish, will impress the most unenthusiastic audience. Gallery looks
just as good hung from the ceiling as it does mounted on a wall and, when placed
on a pole and foot, looks just as sensational. The tripod foots is the essence of fine
Scandinavian design and allows the system the ability to stand tall and proud in crowded areas or as a stunning banner stand for that essential brand building moment.
Mount it, hang it, have it standing!
Gallery is an extremely versatile marketing display. Whilst many rival systems will
hang from the ceiling or stand tall on a pole and foot, Gallery’s wall mounting kit
sets it apart from inferior rivals. The wall mounting kit can be purchased with any
gallery and will attach the system to any solid object within minutes. Gallery can
then be taken off the wall or put back in seconds, turning what was once a very
permanent display into a fully mobile marketing tool. Gallery can be ordered to any
length between 50 cm and 200 cm, and can be attached to other gallery systems to
expand smaller systems into larger displays for a much bolder message or for added
portability. The pole that it sits on is adjustable between 88 cm and 225 cm and all
Gallery graphics are exchangeable with perfectly alignment every time. By snapping
open the profile, the graphics are quickly removed. Just as quickly a new graphic can
be added, making Gallery extremely effective when you constantly need to change
your message.

Why choose a snap-lock system
• Great in shopping centers, stores, smaller events etc.
• Profile holds a large variety of different materials
• Mount directly on the wall, hang from ceiling
or use free-standing with adjustable poles
• Create different widths and heights
• Can be used single or double sided with poles
• Change messages quickly
• Contemporary design
• Quick and easy set-up

200 cm
95 cm

Specification:
Construction:
Graphic material:
Width:
Height:

www.maxibit.com

Maxibit Gallery
Alloyed aluminum profiles.
Fabric, paper or mounted graphics.
50 cm, 100 cm and 200 cm, custom length possible.
Flexible, limited only by the graphic size.
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